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Phantom Study: Area and Clarity of Myocardial Wall Nonper Fused Defect Acquired using SPECT
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ABSTRACT---- Physician’s interpretation worked continuously to improve nuclear image to be of perfect quality.
Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is one of the most important methods to assess the diagnosis
of diseases. Myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) studies consider the accuracy of defect area is most important to
estimate precisely the severity of the infraction. The defect area inside myocardial wall defined as the coldest spot in
SPECT images where the blood does not per-fused through this spot. In our study we used fabricated phantom from
polyethylene plastic consist of two chambers to simulate myocardial wall of the left ventricle in end-diastole and endsystole. 4 plastic defects in same thickness were inserted at 4 regions inside myocardial phantom. Clarity of the defect
of acquired SPECT images is defined by thickness. Our work was carried out to measure the defect area of SPECT
myocardial image with depending on the positioning of phantom on an imaging table. The results showed that clarity
of defect of acquired SPECT depends on location of the defect related to myocardial thickness (end-diastole, endsystole), and on positioning of the phantom. The measured area of the defect in acquired SPECT image was compared
with true defect area. The measured defect area in SPECT images in comparison with true defect area has varied
results depending on the thickness of myocardial wall phantom(end-diastole, end-systole) and on the positioning of
the phantom as follows: underestimated 6% and 4% at the centre for end-diastole and end-systole respectively, and
overestimation 2%, 5%, 9% and 1%, 3%, 6% at off-centre for end-diastole and end-systole respectively that when the
myocardial phantom positioned at 5 cm, 10 cm, and 15 cm on an imaging table.
Keywords---- Clarity. Defect area. Myocardial wall. Positioning. SPECT
____________________________________________________________________________________________

1. INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular diseases remain the biggest cause of death worldwide[1]. Single photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT) is the most widely used test for the assessment of myocardial diseases [2]. Many SPECT perfusion
studies were focused to determine the defect size and severity [3-5]. Author [6] in his perfusion SPECT study explained
there is less 2% error of defect size comparison to true size. Author [7] used seven defects in varying size to estimate the
accuracy of defect size with mean± standard deviation. Author [3] reported absolute error increasing when true defect
size decreased 8% for large defects and 37% of the small defect size. (SPECT) imaging to be in best case the patient
position should be on the appropriate with imaging table to correspond with the infected organ below rotation of gamma
heads camera [6]. Several studies in nuclear SPECT imaging focused on appropriate patient body position on an imaging
table with the gamma camera rotation [9, 10]. SPECT clinical studies consider the measuring area of defect size in
myocardial wall is very important to give an accurate diagnosis of disease [11, 12]. Quality of cardiac perfusion SPECT
methods needs external quality control test [13].
Tissue in the myocardial wall requires its own constant supply of oxygen and nutrients by blood, when blood blocked
the tissue become starved, and then causing the death of tissue [14]. In myocardial perfusion study, the healthy tissue is
rich of blood, but starved tissue has less blood. In similar, in SPECT image of myocardial wall the area of healthy tissue
has maximum uptake counts (hot spot), but in non healthy tissue (starved and dead) the area has less up taking or haven’t
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(cold spot). The clarity and the area for the defect of myocardial SPECT image are very important to diagnose the
severity of disease. Clarity and area of the defect in SPECT image have relationship with factors such as: defect location
within myocardial wall, and thickness of the defect. Hence, the purpose of our study was to show that defect clarity and
defect area of SPECT myocardial image depend on the positioning of the phantom on an imaging table.

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD
2.1

Phantom configuration

Hollow cylindrical phantom were fabricated to simulate heart in two configurations, end-diastole and end-systole. The
phantom material is made of polyethylene plastic ( number of electron per gram = 0.57, density = 0.93 g/cm3) [15] was
used in this study (Figure 1). The atomic number and density of the phantom material were corresponding to the atomic
number and density of myocardial wall muscle (number of electron per gram = 0.55, density= 1 g/cm3). The phantom
consisted of two hollow chambers. A hollow inner chamber (5 cm in diameter, 8.5 cm in length) for End-diastole, and
(3.6 cm in diameter, 7.4 cm in length) for End-systole. The inner chamber placed inside a large hollow outer chamber.
The measurements of the outer chamber were (7.2 cm in diameter, 9.6 cm in length) for the End-diastole, and (6 cm in
diameter, 8.6 cm in length) for End-systole. The volume of space between two chambers was 175 ml for End-diastole
and 125 ml for End-systole. The width of a space between two chambers for end-diastole and end-systole is (11 mm, 12
mm) respectively. The space was created to simulate the myocardial wall of the left ventricle. The hollow inner chamber
was filled thoroughly with water. 4 polyethylene plastic cubes defined as defects were inserted on the outer surface of the
inner chamber. The defects were fixed by commonly glue worked well in water. The dimensions of defects in (mm unit)
are (20x20) on locations, basel, mid, and apex. The defects fixed in basel, mid, and apex separately. For area of defect
test we used only 5 mm thickness on mid location. These defects were located at commonly four regions of myocardial
wall: anterior, septal, inferior and lateral. For (SPECT) phantom of myocardial wall of left ventricle the space between
two chambers was filled of technetium-99m (Tc-99m) solution with water in concentration 0.0925 MBq/ml calculated as
basis average of myocardial wall uptake 1% of patient dose [16]. In this study, the phantom had been placed in plastic
container (20 cm x 20 cm) filled with Tc-99m solution mixed with 2 liters of water. We were not taken into account the
affection of attenuation, scattering, motion, respiratory and the organs like lungs and spins, because we believe the
reasons which estimate the artifacts are not considered in all clinical studies.

Figure 1: Schematic phantom to simulate myocardial wall of left ventricle with 4 plastic cubs (defect) in same
dimensions (20x20) (mm) located in 3 regions within myocardial phantom (basel, mid, and apex). The plastic cubs fixed
on the outer surface of inner chamber
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2.2

Image acquisition

Dual-head gamma camera low-energy high (Discovery NM/CT670 Pro), parallel hole collimator. Tc-99m (140) Kev
energy window is 20%. A 180° circular orbit, 25 cm orbit radius. The imaging was performed using step-and- shot
protocol 60 projections 3° for each projection, 20 seconds per projection. The total acquisition time 10 minutes for two
head gamma camera. The matrix size is 64Х64. All images were acquired in two long axes (vertical and horizontal) and
reconstructed by Butterworth filter (order 10, 0.5 cut-off frequency), and the images were stored in DICOM format. The
phantom was angled 26° with imaging table to simulate a real heart. The centerline of heads gamma camera was
symmetric with mid of phantom. The adjacent camera heads were moved (180°), 135° degree of posterior until -45°
anterior. The images were acquired at 4 phantom positions on the imaging table, 5cm, 10cm and 15cm (Figure 2). The
area of defects was specified by the presence of average pixels with mean value less than 50% of intensity in comparison
to the maximum mean pixel for other non- defects area. The area of defects was reported as (mean of area) in mm 2 unit
from 14 image slices that were acquired. The defect area performed using software free image j 1.48v.

Figure 2: Schematics of 4 myocardial phantom positions included the centre with 180° acquisition from -45° posterior to
135° anterior

3.

RESULTS AND DISSCUSION

3.1 Clarity of the defect in SPECT myocardial image.
Center position, results showed the clarity (thickness detected) of the defect in SPECT myocardial image depends on the
location of the defect within myocardial phantom. Clarity of the defects of all regions of SPECT myocardial image
(anterior, septal, inferior, and lateral) was achieved at 4mm in mid, 5 mm in apex, and 6 mm in basel. Perhaps the loss of
the Tc-99m counts in apex and basel regions related to many physics factors such as: photon scatter, and its attenuation. .
Maybe positioning of the phantom contributes as a part of artifacts, and this causes negative effects on clarity of defects.
The artifacts of enhanced contrast and geometric distortion are caused by depth depend spatial resolution [17].
Off-center position, the affection of positioning of the phantom on the defect clarity of all regions (anterior, septal,
inferior, and lateral) of SPECT myocardial images was investigated (Figure 3, 4). When the myocardial phantom was
positioned at 15 cm off-centre of imaging table, the results showed that in end-diastole the defects appeared clearly of all
regions at 3 mm in mid, and 4 mm in apex and basel, whereas 4 mm thickness seen clearly in 3 regions in end-systole.
Although the defect in mid location has 3 mm thickness less than its in basel location 4 mm, but the clarity of defect was
better particularly, when the phantom positioned at 15 cm off-centre of imaging table.
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Figure 3: SPECT short-axis and long axis slices (verticle, horizontal), when 3 mm thickness of defect located in mid
region of myocardial phantom (end-diastole). The defect appeard in 4 loctions (anterior, septal, inferior, and
latera).Row(A) at the center, and rows (B, C, and D) off- center, where row(B) at 5 cm , row(C) at the 10 cm, and row
(D) at 15 cm

Figure 4: SPECT short-axis and long axis slices (verticle, horizontal), when 4mm thickness of defect located in basel
region of myocardial phantom (end-systole). The defect appeard in 4 loctions (anterior, septal, inferior, and
latera).Row(A) at the center, and rows (B, C, and D) off- center, where row(B) at 5 cm , row(C) at the 10 cm, and row
(D) at 15 cm
3.2 defects Area
End-diastole phantom, in SPECT myocardial images the mean area for the defect and myocardial wall in comparison
with true area, the results showed a variety of the percentage of the area depending on positioning for the phantom on an
imaging table (Table 1). Results showed the percentage of the SPECT defect area to true defect area increases ascending
with eccentric of the position of the phantom: (94%, 101%, 103%, and 106%) at the center, 5 cm, 10 cm, and 15 cm
respectively. In similar, the percentage of SPECT defect area to true myocardial area was increased with eccentric
position of the phantom: (17.9%, 19%, 19.5%, and 20%).
Table 1: Value and percentage of mean area for the defect and the myocardial wall in SPECT image, when the enddiastole phantom positioned at 4 positions on an imaging table

MW: myocardial wall, %: percentage, A at the center, B at 5 cm, C at 10 cm, and D at 15 cm
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End-systole phantom, when the phantom was positioned off-centre, SPECT image showed a variety of SPECT area for
myocardial wall and the defect. This a variety of mean area became increasingly apparent with eccentric position of the
phantom in both areas of myocardial wall and defect (Table 2).
Table 2: Value and percentage of mean area for the defect and the myocardial wall in SPECT image, when the endsystole phantom positioned at 4 positions on an imaging table

MW: myocardial wall, %: percentage, A at the center, B at 5 cm, C at 10 cm, and D at 15 cm
The results demonstrated percentage of defect area of SPECT image was convergent at the center of imaging table, when
the SPECT defect area was compared with true myocardial area and true defect area, while this percentage divergent
gradually with the increased phantom position (Figure 5, 6).

Figure 5: Percentage of SPECT defect area to true myocardial area in end-diastole and end-systole, when the phantom
positioned at 4 positions, (A) at the center, (B, C, and D) at off- center, where (B) at 5 cm, (C) at 10 cm, and (D) at 15 cm

Figure 6: Percentage of SPECT defect area to true defect area in end-diastole and end-systole, when the phantom
positioned at 4 positions, (A) at the center, (B, C, and D) at off- center, where (B) at 5 cm, (C) at 10 cm, and (D) at 15 cm
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At center position, Quantitatively, SPECT slightly underestimated defect and myocardial area when the phantom was
positioned at the center. This underestimated accrued whether the phantom configuration was end-diastole or end-systole.
In addition, this underestimated was in less degree in end-diastole than in end-systole.
In our study, the fabricated phantom with inserted defects showed by acquiring SPECT images, that is defect area depend
on location within myocardial wall and on the phantom position. The SPECT defect area was decreased at the centre
position in comparison with true defects, because degradation of spatial resolution was accrued. This finding agrees with
the previous studies of defect size [18]. In SPECT imaging, when the phantom was not on the centre (off-centre of
imaging table) the circular radius of two heads camera is not equal at each projection. The circular motion of gamma
detector have different displacement, this maybe explain the increasing of defect area whenever increases the distance of
phantom from the centre of imaging table. In addition, the defect location has relation with the positions of phantom,
where which it was very close to gamma detector heads are better evaluated in comparison with not closed.

4.

CONCLUSION

The defect of myocardial SPECT image has differential of the clarity related to myocardial thickness of phantom
(diastole, systole), and correlated with position of the phantom on an imaging table. The defect area of myocardial
SPECT image has relation with the positioning and thickness of the myocardial phantom on an imaging table, this push
to take into account the determination of the best position of the organs for performing the quality center (QC) procedure.
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